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i n s i d e It was interesting to listen to this elderly man on a journey
who asked me this serious question: “Is our mission a success

or failure?” Though I refuted his position there was something
in it for my reflection.

Jesus went to the desert moved by the Spirit prior to his public
mission, apostles were moved by the same Spirit and began
their mission, founders of Religious Orders and Congregations
were led by the Spirit.  Therefore, the mission or charism a
person received in the Church was the work of the Spirit. Thus,
the vows religious had taken gave meaning to their lives and
mission defined by their faith and trust in God. This was all
about making a difference in the world by trusting in God’s
power.

Historical factors like expeditions, conquering and annexing
neighbouring countries, industrial revolutions, world wars and
so on helped bringing about difference in the world where
human power was a predominant component. Human power
was glorified; individuals and their works were idolised. As a
result, we have installed our inflated self  within us and
worshiped it causing God to disappear from our hearts.
Eventually our charism and mission have become means of
establishing our kingdoms on earth – means of  making
difference in the world by trusting in our power.

The elderly man’s conversation reflected his pain when he
remarked “God’s people without God and mission without
the presence of Spirit have become a threat to the Church”.
Somewhere in the conversations he critically said, “Glory be
to Directors, Administrators, Public Relation Officers, Priests
and Nuns of our institutions!”

Let us not be distressed at critical remarks and observations,
but be open to reflect on the  invitation of  the Lord: “For it
is the Gentiles who strive for all these things ...But strive first
for the Kingdom of  God and his righteousness, and all these
things will be given to you as well (Mt. 6: 32-33).
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Get up, eat; Or, the journey be too much
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God’s Temple: David wanted to build a temple
for the Mighty God. Solomon built one. Ever
since the Catholic Church began every
community of  the faithful wanted/wants to
build up places for the Lord to abide with us.
And when the human made buildings are
consecrated to God, we experience His presence
in and around that church of  earthly materials.
No one usually behaves disrespecting God’s
presence in that church/place of  God’s
presence! Or else it is a sacrilege!
Human Body: Though human made, we give
due respect to an earthly temple. How much
more important should a temple be, when built
by God’s own hand and chosen by God Himself
to live in! Yes, that is the glory of  our own body.
It is built by God, and God himself  has
consecrated it choosing to live in it (cf  Gen 2:7).
Yes, my body is a temple of  the Holy Spirit
within me.
The Resurrection of  the Body: We profess
our faith that we believe in the resurrection of
our body too (not only of  our soul). Hence, if
the body has to be resurrected and be united
with God as the soul should be, sanctification
of body too is inevitable as in the case of our
soul. Our body too should be holy and spotless!
Respect my body to Glorify God: I have heard
and seen a lot of people taking care of their
own body so diligently as not to undermine self-
respect and nobility of  one’s own body. People
show respect to their own body in dressing,
beautifying, perfuming and son on.

A step above will be our respect to our body
when our orientation shifts from self-respect to
God’s glory. If  the human body is the temple of
God, ‘how can I glorify God in my body’ will be
my prime concern in dealing with human body
(mine & others’).

In this respect, the sins committed against the
sanctity of human body become grave and a
sacrilege. St. Paul’s letters very strongly warn against
indulging in adultery, fornication, impurity, idolatry,
drunkenness and the like. (cf Gal 5:20-21; Eph 5:18).
“Do not be deceived! Fornicators, idolaters,
adulterers, … the greedy, drunkards, revilers,
robbers – none of these will inherit the kingdom
of God” (1Cor 6:9-10).
You are not your own! (cf  1Cor 6:19-20): As food
is meant for the stomach and the stomach for
food so the body is for the Lord and the Lord
for the body (cf 1Cor 6:13). The Lord is the owner
of our body for we have been bought by him
with a price – price that is the Precious Blood of
the Lamb (cf  1Cor 6:20; Rev 5:9). We are worth the
Precious Blood of Christ!
Do we serve alcohol in the sanctuary!?! A
hurting sentence is piercing into, right? And a
big ‘NO’ is the answer, as we all know The
sanctuary is the most precious place on earth as
the living body of  Christ is present in the
tabernacle and the Lord’s Sacrifice is
commemorated there. And there we cannot even
imagine permitting any malicious act.

If this is the case with the human made
sanctuary, how much more diligent should I be in
keeping my body holy  and sanctified, free from
all type of  malicious acts, things and persons.
Can I serve alcohol in my body, which is
formed by God the Father, sanctified by
Christ’s Body and Blood in every day
Eucharist and in which God the Holy Spirit
dwells? Can I give it away to sin?

We are worth the Precious Blood of  Christ! Therefore,
let’s glorify God in our body!

Secretariat for Community and Spiritual Life
Camillian Vice Province - INDIA

Your Body is a temple of  the Holy Spirit within you (cf.1Cor 6:19)
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The meeting in Lima began with all
enthusiasm as in the previous year, with the

participation of  Superior General, Consulta,
Provincials, Vicar-Provincials and Delegates
from various continents. One of  the major
points of  discussion was Project Europe as a
continuation of  the discussion initiated in the
previous meeting. Organisation and
restructuring of  the Order, nature of  the Order
as a body, globalisation demands and totality of
responsibility and consecrated life  were some
of the principal areas of discussion. Considering
the present situation of the Order as described
in the Project Europe and based on the
discussions, there was a need of  further
discussion about it in core groups, and the
general opinion derived from the core group

discussion was to solve the present problem of
the Order by supplying members  to Provinces
having less  members.

There was also discussion on allowing pilgrims
to visit the heart of  the Founder and the decision
was in favour of  it. Likewise, another major
discussion was regarding the 4th centenary
celebration of  the death of  the Founder at
Province level and for the whole Order.

The four days’ meeting was intense in content
and time. Apart from the meeting it was inspiring
to see the mission and activities of  Camillians
in Lima where Blessed Henry Rebuschini served.
I admire the exceptional hospitality of  Camillians
in Peru – it was marvellous!

Kaithaparambil Reji MI
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The members of  the Delegation Chapter held in Upasana, Bangalore on 24-29 November, 2003.

On A Common Ground



Koonanickal Sojan MI
Secretariat for Formation

Camillian Vice-Province, India
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FORMATION AS
TRANSFORMATION

Vartha completes ten years.....

The first issue of  Vartha

“Vartha is the story of  life..the story of  living”.
This first line of  the editorial written in the first issue of
Vartha, has proved true.
Since its humble beginning in 2002, Vartha has not just been a
‘newsletter’, rather a ‘voice’.
It voices the lives, thoughts, visions, and moments of
Camillians in India.
Over the years, it took different shapes, styles, colours....
Thanks to the founding visionaries.
Thanks to the confreres for your priceless contributions.
Thanks to all for making it your own....

- Editor

We live in difficult times of  great change
and uncertainty, times of  conflict and

doubt, of social as well as moral confusion.
Psychologists and sociologists call our age, an
age of alienation and crisis, which has affected
the value systems, and the life styles.
Transformation is one of  the important
aspects of  formation, for only if  there is ‘a
formation there can be the Transformation’.

Today the vocations we receive to Religious
Life are from a world, where there is a
paradigm shift from the ‘sacred to the secular’.
The younger generation is influenced by the
changes in the global, social, cultural, political
and economic environment. Various forms of
poverty and oppression, consumerism,
growing secularization, violence, especially in
the name of religion, the power of the media,
increasing globalization are some of the factors
that have affected our country.  Families are
dysfunctional and under the threat of the
media.  Amidst all these, initiating the young
to a life of faith has become a serious

FORMATION - III

challenge. And thus here the key word in
transformation that comes to forefront that
is ‘change’. Change is the sign of life and it is
challenging. Challenge is at the core of  life
and progress. To have challenges, therefore,
is natural and reasonable. (Kachapilly, Moral
Challenges Today, p.67)

Across the major religious and spiritual
traditions, trans-formation is considered the
endpoint or outcome of  the spirit-ual journey.
Transformation is considerably a broader
concept than self-transcendence.
Transformation is a process of  change into a
mature relationship with God that has
reper-cussions on human relationships and
human actions. As such, it involves grace.
Transforma-tion is primarily attributed to the
grace of God, but it also involves human
cooperation. Through formation the whole
person is to be transformed so that he/she
may become and acquire a personality that is
effective for the task assigned to him/her.



At the service of  Prison Inmates

Prison Ministry

Prison Ministry India (PMI) is a national voluntary organization
recognized under the Catholic Bishops Conference of India.

It is constituted of Six thousand volunteers working across India
for the release, renewal and rehabilitation of Prison inmates and
their families. PMI has grown widely over 850 branches all over
India. Prison ministry has no fund or projects; it is completely
supported by the kindhearted common people of  the country.
Inclusion of several lay people into this movement happens
through online application and postal correspondences.

I had the privilege to join this organization as the Asst. National
Coordinator on 14th May 2011, and since then I have been
working for the noble cause of enhancing the lives of prisoners
and their families.

During my mission in the ministry for eight months, I had the
bliss of conducting Eucharistic celebrations on Sundays inside
the prison along with spiritual animations and confessions for
the prisoners. The experience was really heart touching. It seemed
like the inmates have been waiting for a support to understand
them and help them lay down their compressed contempt, burdens
and sorrows.

An amazing experience was working for the magazine ‘Prison
Voice’. It evoked the special experience of  working in the field
of collecting news from all over the country about the activities
of Prison Ministry and their volunteers, editing the write ups and
releasing newsletters. The volunteers share their experiences, ideas
and activities in the magazine, which is then circulated around to
appreciate the hard work of  existing volunteers and inspire others
to contribute to the cause of  the less privileged sections of  the
society.

Prison Ministry Sunday was celebrated on 14th August all over
Bangalore, on the feast day of St. Maximillan Kolbe, the patron

Being part of this special ministry has
added value to my religious mission and
a great purpose to my life on earth,
shares Shouriamthottiyil Mathew MIShouriamthottiyil Mathew MIShouriamthottiyil Mathew MIShouriamthottiyil Mathew MIShouriamthottiyil Mathew MI
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saint of Prison Ministry India
who volunteered to die in place
of  a strange prisoner. Around
32 parishes celebrated the day
with the help of several priests
and nuns joining hands to mark
their observance.

Another challenging
responsibility was bringing
about a renewal within the
prisons. Huge number of
prisoners and mostly
youngsters are found spending
their time idle behind bars.
Hence a new movement has
been initiated to gather the
youngsters form Football,
Basketball and Volley ball teams
in the Jail. The response has
been awesome.

Classes are organized for
students of  several colleges and
religious of many
congregations all over India for
encouraging them to join the
ministry and thus take it greater
heights, reaching out to more
people and accomplishing
many more missions for the
benefit of the society and
human race.

The All India coordinators
meet had been another
milestone in the history of
PMI where several members of
the unit across all states
participated in the meeting.  It
was a great opportunity to take
up the organizational role in
the absence of the National
Coordinator.

The ministry transforms
several despondent lives of
the prisoners into some hope
for the future and that is the
prime motive of our

interventions with these
dejected and lonely people in
the jail.

Being part of this special
ministry has added value to my
religious mission and a great
purpose to my life on earth.
Touching lives of  innumerable
number of  convicted and guilt-
stricken people living in the
confinement and their families
leading miserable isolated lives
seems to be stressful at times
but the joy of  the realization
that it reduces their pain is
above all stress and discomfort.
I have been experiencing the
joy and bliss of  bringing rays
of hope in the otherwise
hopeless lives of  hundreds of
prisoners and their wailing
families. Also this new mission
gave me exposure to many
unknown areas of  human
existence and their mental and
physical living conditions. I also
got a golden opportunity to put
up my efforts and capabilities
to this noble cause of
enhancing many miserable
lives.

The National Coordinators at Nagpur

Wedding of a prison inmate
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pastoral care
Illickal Baby MI

When the patient enters the stage of silence, we hold their
hand and listen to their unspoken language. This is the
sacred ministry of presence.

The Pomegranate Has Many Veils

The Pomegranate contains
many veils and chambers

holding the sweetness of  heart.
A hospital chaplain is privileged
to see the sacred chambers of
the Pomegranate through the
veils of  spoken and unspoken
language. Spoken language
both reveals and conceals the
heart and soul of  a patient. We
listen to the spoken language of
a patient’s “Life Review” and
strain to see what is hidden.
Physical things are spoken of
first as if  they could take these
things with them on their
journey. However, these things
and their value slip quickly
through their fingers as the
journey nears its end. We walk
with them in their journey
inward and watch as things fall
away like scales.

But who is this person, really?
Questions surface for all
hospital chaplains. Is the body
the veil of  the soul? What is the
nature of body and soul? Do
they exist simultaneously in

different dimensions? Does the
body form around the soul or
does the soul form around and
within the body giving life to
every physical cell as it flows
from cell to cell?

The chaplain looks into the
patient’s eyes. Are the patient’s
eyes really veiled windows into
the soul? The patient’s eyes
close and open. He or she is
both here and there. The eyes
look within and beyond. The
eyes see the chaplain, friends,
and family here and family and
friends beyond. The patient is
close to the veil that separates
this life from the next life. A
veil separates each of  the
chambers.

But who is this person, really?
When the patient enters the
stage of  silence their body
becomes the last thing to fall
away. We hold their hand and
listen to an unspoken language.
This is the sacred ministry of
presence. The journey has

traveled from chamber to
chamber, deeper and deeper
into the heart. We synchronize
our breathing with our patients’
and sometimes the beat of our
hearts.

But who is this person, really?
The once tight grip of  our
patient’s hand becomes limp.
Breathing becomes labored and
erratic. The heart rate increases
and blood pressure decreases.
Hearing is the last remaining
veil. We whisper and breathe
words of  hope and comfort.
Our ministry of  presence is
heard and comprehended
through the veil.

Who is this person, really?
The person is I.

“In as much as you did it to one of
the least of  these My brethren, you
did it to Me.” (Matthew 25:40).
“Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.” (Matthew
7:12)
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It is winter. It is freezing. The
nature looks dead without

much signs of  life. The trees
have shed down even the last
leaf  from its branches.
Darkness is prevailing even at
noon. The shining sun is no
more to see. The streets are
becoming deserted even on the
peek hours of  the day. Every
thing gives the feeling of  death
or of  lifelessness.

Death: this is the thought that
occupy me since a few years of
my life in Vienna. It is not the
death drive in me that trigger
this feeling. It is not the
hundreds of deaths I witness
in the hospital that makes me
to think this way but it is the
death of many confreres in the
Austrian Province in a short
period of  time, which keeps
me occupied with the thoughts
of  death. Just a month ago we
lost one more Camillian priest,
the seventh one within a period
of  six years. We are confronted
with similar news from the
mother Province too. The
situations in other European
provinces are not exceptional.
It looks as if  the winter is very
much internalised in the
European provinces.  But we
know that, sooner or later the
winter will give way to summer.
Could it be seen as the

5 German Words
 for Today:
Das Leben  - Life
Der Tod  - Death
Der Winter  - Winter
Die Kälte  - Cold
Die Sonne  - Sun

Libido And Eros

reflection of Eros and Libido
in the nature?

There is Libido and Eros in
every individual, says Sigmund
Freud. Libido, according
Freud, is the instinct energy or
force which Carl Jung defined
as the free creative or psychic
energy which an individual has
to put toward personal
development or individuation.
Eros is the death drive in an
individual. Libido could also
be understood as a sexual
drive. However we define it,
the aim of the libido is to
create and to keep going.

Yes, I feel Europe needs
Libido, the instinct energy to
keep going and keep growing.
Europe needs “a collective
libido” for a collective growth

rather than its individualism. It
needs energy coming also from
an external world. In this
respect,theAustrian Provincial
P. Gregotsch was the first one
to open the doors of the
Austrian Province for the
Camillians in India for a mutual
growth and in that matter now
for the fellow Camillians from
Benin.  It is nothing but a
tendency to grow together. It
is a broad vision. It is the Libido
to overcome Eros!

Europe needs “a collective libido” for a collective
growth rather than its individualism.
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Grüß
Gott…

Kajirathamkunnel Joshy MI
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Back in May this year, in a Prime Time
schedule in the national TV, called RTE,

there was the broadcast of  a program titled,
Mission to Prey. The program told stories of
missionaries from here, working in Africa,
abusing children. One of  the accused was a
priest, now working in a parish here in Ireland,
but was a missionary in Kenya for some years.
The investigative program with its misleading
title, said he had sexually abused a girl in Kenya
and fathered a child.

Almost six months on, the priest approached
the court, with the libel proceedings. Eventually
the paternity test proved that he was not the
father of the child. The TV had to pay a good
solid sum as compensation and had to telecast
an apology. When the priest was approached
few days before the telecast, by the reporters
of the program, he thought it was a joke. When
he realized they were serious, he had offered
even to do the paternity test. But they ignored
his offer, and went ahead, totally damaging his
reputation. He had to step down from the
ministry: [one has to step down from public
ministry if  an accusation comes up until proven
innocent]. But the emerging question was how
could RTE, such a well established telecasting
company, with all its codes of  ethics, editorial
mechanisms, censorships and so on, could be
so self-assured that it didn’t even bother to doubt
a bit itself  to consider priest’s offer to paternity
test. It’s not only RTE that believed that the
priest did all that as shown in the program, but
also most of  those who watched. Nobody at
that time seemed to have responded with even
slightest doubt.

In the analysis that followed by many
journalists, one factor that came up was the
element of bias among the people in general
about the Catholic priests as child abusers. And
that’s  very understandable in the context of
cases of child abuse in a  few dioceses and
religious-run institutions. Media celebrated
these reports. Sure, abuses happened that
shouldn’t have. But the impact of the report
was that, all priests were thought to be abusers.
That mentality certainly filtered down to the
people in the media circles as well. One of the
columnists in a daily newspaper substantiated
this bias with a survey finding. She wrote that
seventy per cent of people overestimate the
level of abuse.

In the present scenario of media being most
influential element in impression making and
attitude formation, one important issue is the
lack of  balanced reports. When institutions like
Government, Church are being reported upon,
it’ is all negative. That program with its title,
Mission to Prey, with lots of  dramatizations, eerie
music etc, had an effect on the public that all
the missionaries were abusers. We know very
well of hundreds of missionaries who give their
whole self, for missions with nothing to be
accused of. That picture never came up in the
program. It does damage to the accused person
and the category of people he belongs to by
way of generalization. But on the other, healthy
and balanced criticism by the media helps
Church to be transparent, to be self-checking
and to be strict with unwelcome tendencies like
covering up abuses, and criminal actions like
abuse itself. Maybe it’s a time of  purification
and it all may be for good in the long run. But
for the time being, we need to be painfully
patient.

In the present scenario of media being most influential
element in impression making and attitude formation, an

important issue is the lack of balanced reports,
 observes Kakkarakunnel John MIKakkarakunnel John MIKakkarakunnel John MIKakkarakunnel John MIKakkarakunnel John MI.

Media And Truth
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Bangalore: Centre for Global Health and
Development, Boston University organized a
workshop for the members and key staff  of
Sneha Charitable Trust(SCT) on 4-6 July, 2011,
here at Camillian Pastoral Health Centre.

The MOST (Management Organizational
Sustainability Tool) workshop, intended to
strengthen Sneha Charitable Trust institutionally,
financially and programmatically, was a
participatory process to assess our own
management performance and to develop a
concrete action plan for improvement. SCT  was
selected as a promising NGO in the country
because of  its excellent and innovative services
in the care of  PLHIV. The workshop was
facilitated by Carla Mann and Amiya Bhatia of

MOST Workshop Conducted
The workshop was to strengthen Sneha Charitable Trust

Centre for Global Health and Development,
Boston University. At the end of  the workshop
the members came up with conrete action plans
in four major areas that required improvement.

Bangalore: Sneha Care Home, in collaboration
with Bangalore Schools Sports Foundation,
organized ‘Champion In Me – 2011’, a sports
meet for the HIV infected children, here at
Kanteerava stadium on December 4, 2011. The
event, opened by the former captain of  National
Hockey team Ashish Ballal, was organized for
the third consecutive year with an aim of
enabling infected children to widen their
horizons and to exhibit their talents.

With an aim of  making society collectively think
about the future of  HIV infected children, Sneha
Care Home also organized, on the same day, a
5-k.m. marathon. The run, in which around 750
people participated, was flagged off  by Indian
cricketer Robin Uthappa, National athlete
Ashwini Nachappa and actor Raghu Mukherji.
Dr. Raynold Washington of  KHPT pointed out,
during his message, that care provided to these
children should add more quality and years to
their lives.

Champion In Me - 2011
Bangalore: Fr. Jaison Narikuzhiyil and Fr.
Kanjirathummoottil Siby are back home after
their studies and work in Italy. Fr. Jaison
worked as chaplain in the Civil Hospital Borgo
Trento in Verona and later completed his li-
centiate in formation for formators and ani-
mators of  vocation from Salesian Pontifical
Universiy in Rome. Fr. Siby completed his li-
centiate in Moral Theology.

Fr. Jaison on the occasion of  his licentiate thesis
defense in the Salesian University, Rome

Home Coming
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